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Logbook

Title:
• Do phobias change with age?

Statement of the Problem:
● Do phobias change with ages?I want to see if a toddler has the same phobias such as,

Acrophobia, as an adult.I want to do this project because I have an unusual phobia, Trypophobia,
and I thought will I most likely have this phobia when I am older.So I was looking for science
projects on fears and found this one.The information I will have gathered by the end of this
experiment will not help people much but this may be helpful because a person with this phobia,
Terophobia, wil may be having a hard time overcoming this and if they see my project they might
have some hope that their phobia will go away as they get older.

● Objective:

In this experiment I will be testing to see if phobias change with age. Do adults people have
the same phobias as kids?

Hypothesis: I hypothesis that most younger school age kids will have the phobia, teraphobia the, fear
of monsters, while most elderly will be afraid of death ,thantophobia.  I think this because research
states that little kids think that there is something under their beds when there is nothing there and
elderly are most scared of death.

Materials:

● Google Chromebook
● Science Fair Logbook
● Different age groups
● Google Docs or sheets

Dependent and Independent Variable:
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● Independent-My independent variable is the different age groups.
● Dependent-My dependent variable is the Phobia selection
● Control-My control is the same phobias

● Procedure:

● 1.Log into your laptop and go to google docs or sheets and create a chart for your data.
● 2.The specific age groups you are going to need are 5 year olds to 50 year olds and the way you

are going to measure your data is by getting everyone together and  have them raise their hand if
they are scared of that phobia.

● 3.Phobias Acrophobia,Arachnophobia,Opidophobia,Trypophobia,Thalassophobia,Terophobia, and
Thantophobia

● 4.Repeat this process with different age groups and don't forget to collect your data.
● 5. To make your data more specific divide the age groups into boys and girls
● 6.Once finished with this process create a data chart with the age groups and phobias.
● 7. See which phobia had the most votes and add data to your chart.

Results:

The results of my experiment shows that Thantophobia won out of all the phobias.This information
indicates that the experiment conducted was useful for finding the most common phobias within the age
group of 5 year olds to 50 year olds.

Age Kinder First
Grade

Third
Grade

Fourth
Grade

Sixth
Grade

Seventh
Grade

Eighth
Grade

Teenagers Adults

Arachnophobia 4 2 0 0 1 2 4 2 2

Ophidiophobia 2 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 3

Acrophobia 0 2 2 2 1 7 4 4 6

Thalassophobia 2 0 1 4 5 1 3 2 3

Terophobia 5 6 2 1 2 1 0 0 0

Trypophobia 0 0 1 2 3 1 1 1 3

Thantophobia 3 3 9 4 6 8 3 3 7
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Conclusion:

1. In this experiment my objective was testing to see if phobias (Acrophobia,Arcnophobia,Thantophobia
Opidophobia,Trypophobia,Thalassophobia,Terophobia,) change with age. For this experiment I would go to
different classrooms and give them a list of phobias and I had them vote which one was the phobia that they
fear the most.

2.  I hypothesis that most younger school age kids will have the phobia, teraphobia the, fear of monsters,
while most elderly will be afraid of death ,thantophobia. I think this because research states that little kids
think that there is something under their beds when there is nothing there and elderly are most scared of
death.

3.The results of my experiment shows that Thantophobia won out of all the phobias.This
information indicates that the experiment conducted was useful for finding the most common
phobias within the age group of 5 year olds to 50 year olds.

4.As a person who wants to know more about phobias,I wanted to know what phobia people are
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most scared of, which is what this experiment showed me.I wanted to know what phobia people
are most scared of because my phobia is not very common and not many people have it and I
had always found phobias and fears very extraordinary and unique because there are so many
different phobias.

5. If I were to do this lab again I would change the age groups and get a lager sample size
because I wanted to do more older people to get a more accurate sample size.I can take my lab
to the next level by adding more phobias like Ombrophobia, the phobia of rain and so much more.

Pictures: Additional photographs or drawings

Figure 1: Ophidiophobia

Figure 2:Thalassophobia

Figure 3:Trypophobia
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Figure 4:Terophobia

Figure 5:Thantophobia

Figure 6:Arachnophobia

Figure:7 Acrophobia
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Do the same age groups have the same phobia?

The focus of this experiment is on phobias.The problem that was investigated was how phobias

change with our age.For this project I hypothesized that most younger kids will have the same

phobia, teraphobia, and the adults will be most likely have the phobia, thantophobia,because as

you get older the chances of you dying are high bet never zero and younger kids have a bigger

imagination than adults . This topic will be useful for people because if a person who has the

phobia Taphophobia, the phobia of graves, is seeing no hope on getting their phobia over then if

they read this they may have hope on getting rid of this phobia that they have. My second reason

on why this science projects will help people is because if you have a child who is scared of the

dark, Nyctophobia.

Method

The scientific method was used to conduct this experiment.The question that was asked

for this science project was, do the same age groups have the same phobia.I hypothesize that

because most people will have one of the most common phobias in the world, Thantophobia.

Materials

There were few materials used to conduct this experiment.My first material was my google

chrome book to find my phobias and use my logbook.My second material was my science fair

logbook that I used to record all my data in. My third material was age groups five to fifty that

were my test subjects.My last and final material was google sheets that I used to put my graph in.

Procedures

The scientific method was followed while conducting this experiment. To begin, all

material needed were gathered.First trial I did was log into my computers and create a chart for

my data.Second trial I did was start gathering my test subjects and ask them which phobia they
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feared the most and the phobias were

Acrophobia,Arachnophobia,Thanatophobia,Opidophobia,Trypophobia,Thalassophobia, and

Teraphobia.My third trial was too repeat my second trial multiple times until I was done with all

my trials.My fourth trial was too make my data more specific and divide the girls with the

boys.My fifth trial was to create a chart and add all my data and results.My sixth and final trial

was to see which phobia had the most votes.

Results

The experiment produced results. They are as follows The results of this experiment was

that the phobia Thanatophobia, was the most voted out of all the phobias. My test subjects all

chose Thanatophobia and my results showed me that 31.3% of people chose Thanatophobia.

Discussion

There is much information to be found on the topic of human behavior and phobias. In

this experiment Darlene E. Jerkins wanted to see if our heart rate goes up when we get scared.

She took multiple people and checked their heart rate before being scared.The day before the real

experiment she had her friends learn to check their heart rate.On the day of the experiment she

scared everyone with their biggest phobia.Darlene then had everyone check their heart rate and

she was shocked when she got her results.She asked her friends on a scale of one to five,they all

said five.She collected all her data and realized that if you are scared your heart rate goes up by a

lot.(www.sciencebuddies.org)

https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project-ideas/HumBeh_p024/human-behavior/fear-factor-using-pulse-rate-to-measure-emotion#summary
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Maddie Bogle wanted to know why phobias change as we get older. She gathered a group

of people with different ages and she asked them which phobia they had.She repeated this many

times with different age groups. When she finished this she collected all her data.She was correct

on how our phobias change with our ages because when we are little we have phobias that aren't

very realistic, but when we are older our phobias are realistic like the phobia of death.She was

very happy with these results.(//prezi.com/)

According to, Aruma.com and ForgeHealth.com, “A fear and phobia are not the same thing.”

(/www.aruma.com) (forgehealth.com)

According to Aruma.com “Phobias are able to be treated”.

(www.aruma.com)

Conclusions and Future Study

For this experiment my hypothesis was supported because my hypothesis was that I
hypothesized that the majority of people would have Thanatophobia. Research states that “both
genders man and woman have Thanatophobia, but most woman have Thanatophobia in their
“50’s”.This experiment was successful because I hypothesized that out of all my phobias that I
had selected, 7 to be exact, that Thanatophobia would be the most feared, and that my test
subjects would choose this phobia.Another reason why my experiment was successful is because
I had hypothesized that Terophobia would be one of the most feared phobias in the younger age
groups.My results were correct on hypothesizing that Thanatophobia was the most feared
phobias out of all 7 seven phobias and Terophobia was the second most feared phobia out of all
the 7 phobias. This experiment proved that I was correct and that I predicted that Thanatophobia
would be the most feared phobia and that Terophobia would be the second most feared phobia.If
I had to do this lab again I would get a larger sample size for my results to be more accurate.
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Appendix

Table A1

Age Kinder First
Grade

Third
Grade

Fourth
Grade

Sixth
Grade

Seventh
Grade

Eighth
Grade

Teenagers Adults

Arachnophobia 4 2 0 0 1 2 4 2 2

Ophidiophobia 2 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 3

Acrophobia 0 2 2 2 1 7 4 4 6

Thalassophobia 2 0 1 4 5 1 3 2 3

Teraphobia 5 6 2 1 2 1 0 0 0

Trypophobia 0 0 1 2 3 1 1 1 3

Thanatophobia 3 3 9 4 6 8 3 3 7

Figure A1


